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THE P320 AXG SCORPION

I
like the P320 enough that I bought a Compact model 
several years ago. I bought an FDE gun, but the great 

thing about the P320’s modular design is that it is so 
customizable. Not too much later I bought a black grip 
module and did some custom work to it, to create a 
custom two-tone gun. I stippled the grip, removed the 
hook on the trigger guard and stippled the front of it, 
and took a bit off the end of the frame at an angle sim-
ply because I thought a little step down from the slide 
to the frame rail looked better.

However, as I was working off a SIG grip module, 
there was only so much I could do to it. I couldn’t 
change the grip angle, and I couldn’t do any relief cuts 
to get my hand higher on the grip without worrying I’d 
grind holes in the polymer.

Apparently, I wasn’t the only person who had the 
same ideas about improving the standard P320  
polymer grip module, as the Wilson Combat (Wilson 
Combat.com) P320 Grip Module does everything I was 
trying to do with my custom work, and more. Far more. 
It is a huge upgrade to the standard P320, while being 
shockingly inexpensive.

First, and most importantly, the Wilson Combat 
grip module changes the grip angle. The original 
P320 frame has a rather vertical grip angle. SIG’s X- 
series grip module improves that a bit, but the grip still 
feels a bit blocky in your hand. Wilson Combat’s grip  
module provides a 1911 grip angle, with far better  
ergonomics — the frame feels great in your hand. It is, 
in fact, nearly identical in shape to the frame of Wilson  
Combat’s best-selling pistol, the EDC X9.

In addition to providing a more ergonomic angle, the 
grip is contoured to fit your hand, slightly narrowed at 
the top. The texturing on the front and backstraps is 
very aggressive, which will keep your hand in place. 
There is an undercut beneath the trigger guard, and 
the backstrap is cut higher as well, getting your hand 
as high as possible on the gun. The beavertail is a bit 
larger as well, simply because it looks good and is  
reminiscent of a 1911.

The hook has been removed from the trigger guard. 
All of the different frame sizes have integral magazine 
well, but you really notice it on the Compact (as you 
see in these photos) as it has an extended magazine 
guide. The grip module comes with a SIG magazine  
release pre-installed, so you don’t have to mess with that. 
Their grip module works with all P320 holsters, and all  
generations of P320 magazine basepads.

There are also slots inside the grip module which  
accept tungsten weights also sold by Wilson Combat, 
if you want to add some weight to your pistol (for more 
control and reduced recoil). The tungsten weight kit 
can add up to 1.5 ounces to your module

It honestly, seriously, makes your polymer-framed 
P320 feel like a different gun. A better gun.

The only thing I wished they’d done differently is put 
some of that aggressive texturing from the frame on 

the front of the trigger guard, but I can take care of that 
myself in just a few minutes.

Wilson Combat offers their upgraded P320 grip 
modules for just every size P320, and in both black and 

FDE. Best news of all, because these grip modules are 
simply pieces of injection-molded polymer, they retail 
for just $64.95.

WILSON COMBAT GRIP MODULE

Wilson Combat is now  

making replacement polymer  

grip modules for the P320  

for just $64.95. They sport  

all sorts of improvements  

over the factory grip modules,  

the most important of which  

(as far as Tarr is concerned) is  

the increased grip angle, although it  

is also undercut to get your hand higher.

The Wilson Combat replacement SIG P320 grip module 

(top) compared to a factory grip module that Tarr cus-

tomized. He was able to stipple the grip, but limited to 

the factory design he wasn’t able to undercut the trigger 

guard or change the grip angle as you see with the Wil-

son. The Wilson grip is also much narrower at the top.

A factory Compact P320 grip on the left compared to 

a Wilson Combat grip module on the right. In addition 

to the grip angle and texturing improvements, the 

trigger guard has been rounded off, and the beaver-

tail slightly enlarged.

Wilson Combat sells replacement P320 grip modules 

in every size, and all of them feature enlarged maga-

zine wells, but the Compact size offers this very big 

magazine guide as well. The texturing on the front-

strap is very aggressive.

Tarr’s P320 Compact before.

Tarr’s P320  

Compact with  

the Wilson Combat grip  

module installed. As he’s got 

first generation magazines  

the basepads are a bit  

oversize and will have to be 

trimmed down. It feels like a 

completely different pistol.
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